Integrated solutions
Automation, electro, instrumentation and telecommunication
Smarter solutions for effective execution

Optimize operations with integrated solutions. Integrated solutions in combination with our expertise ensures delivery on time with reduced risk and costs. We follow you through the whole life cycle of your plant.

**Systems and solutions**

- Fish meal factory
- Smolt facility
- Offshore fish farming
- Slaughter and processing
- Automation and MES
- Electro
- Telecom
- Instrumentation
- Advanced condition monitoring
- Power from shore
- Robotization

**Areas of expertise**

- Integration, assemble one system from many machines and equipment
- Project execution
- Project management
- Main contractor - responsibility
- Installation, testing and commissioning
- Digitalization
- Infrastructure
- Reports and analyses
- Remote plant monitoring and work
- Offshore competences
- Research and development together with customers and partners

**Project execution**

- Early involvement and integrated solutions ensures more effective execution and better plants

  - Early phase consultancy and studies
  - What is possible and what will it cost
  - How can we execute more effective

**One contractor for efficient and safe operations**

- Interface coordination
- Integrated solutions
- Fewer sub-suppliers
- Effective site - work and commissioning
- Seamless transfer to operating phase and service

**Service throughout the whole lifecycle of the plant**

Keep production running and increase productivity

**Power from shore**

Reduced environmental impact with smarter power supply